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Abstract

The structure of phoneme repetition in Croatian and Hawalian was

for:nd to be remarkably similar. In both languages, immediate repetition

of phonemes as in Aachen 'hras very lnfrequent, but phoneme repetition after

some degree of separation as in IROPER was signiftcant)-y more frequent than

ehance expectation.

The degree of separation for maximum probability of repetition was

slightly different for vowels and consonants in both languages' This

pattern of phoneme repetition was unrelated to syllable length, word length

or word frequency in these languages'

Ihe hypothesls was advanced that this pattern of repetition resulted

from an evolutionary process, reflected not only in recorded phonologica)-

changes in the history of langUages, but also in elrors in speech, and

phonetic changes at rapid rates of speech, al1 of which frequently involve

repeated phonemes.



fntroduction

Secent studies have shorrn the iuportance ef, pbcaene repetitlon in
speech percepticn and production (MacKay, forthcoming). The present

investigation determined whether phoneme repetition in the structure of

two unrerated ranguages was significantry different from chance.

Some of the questions considered r^rere as folLows: Do vowels and

consonants have identical patterns of repetition? fs the structure of
phoneme repdltion in different ranguages simlrar, i,e., is the structure

of phoneme repetition a lingulstic universal (as defined in Greenberg,

L9$)? Does the probability of phoneme repetition depend on either word

frequency or word. ]-ength? Do sy}Iabic factors influence the structure of

phoneme repetition in a language? rs there evidence of evorutionary

changes in the history of languages which mold the structure of phonene

repetitlon? Do repeated phonemes present a problem in natural speech

produetioni

Study l: Phoneme RepelitioB in Crog[Lap

fn the first study, the strueture of phoneme repetition in Croatiarr

was caleulated in a way that allowed us to determine a null hypotheses--the

probability of phoneme repetition by chance.

Croatian lvas chosen in this study, mainly for reasons of convenience,

since the I to I eorrespondence between letters and phonemes in Croatian

enabled us to use the croatian dictionary as a corpus of phonemical-ly

transcribed words.

Sa+pling Procedure

T\ro hundred and fifty-eight words, all lO phonemes long, were

selected frorn Filipovic (lg>>) using the following sampling procedure:



First, a set of I chapters of the dictionary r,ras randoruly sei-ected.

the chapters were A, B, D, L and s. All words of rength r0 in these

chapters were tabulated. Repetltions of voweLs and consonants in these

words llere separately marked. The degree of separation of the repeated

phonemes was then determined, e.g.r the repeated Ats in AACI{0N being

separation o, and the A's in AN4LIZE being separation r, and so on. The

frequency of phoneme repetitions was then calculated for eaeh gap Iength

or d.egree of separation and is shown in Table I.

Insert Table I about here

The Prob-ability of Repetition

$r itself the frquency of phoneme repetition has little meaning

since repetitions at some gap lengths or degrees of separation are statisti-

cally more Likely than at others. For example, in a word 10 phonemes long,

phoneme repetitions of separation p are impossible; and only I repetition

per lo phoneme word with separation B is possibre, 2 repetitions with

separation T t 3 with separation 5 and so on. In theory the maximum possible

number of repetitions per word i.s (fs-f) where L is the length of the lrord,

and s is the degree of separation of the repeated phonemes. Tkrus the

rnaxirmrm number of repetitions in any corpus is n (L-s-l), where n is the

number of words in the corpus.

The probability of repetition j-n our eorpus was then calculated as:

PR = Actual tr?equency of Repeti-tion
n

= Actual tr?equency of Repeti-tion

for each d.egree of separation, where L was t0 and n was 258.



i
I,ihen the same phoneme occurred more than twice in a word the long

range gap lengths were calculated. Thus for the repeated B's in PBOBATER

three degrees of separation l,rould be tabulated I, 3 and 5. For ccnsonants

these long range repetitions only accounted for about 2/o of the d.ata. This

procedure was necessitated by the mathematical structure of our nuII lq4pothesis,

discussed below.

The IitutI tlypothgsis

The IITUII Wpothesis assumes that repetiti.on of a phoneme in a word is a

chance event, dependant on the probability of the phoneme in the language.

The mathematical strueture of this nuII hypothesis is extremely simple

(after Herdan, 1960). For example the chance probability of vowel

repetition is:
n

={
i=1

n

where Pi is the probability of oceurrence of the ith vowel, and n is the

nurnber of vowels in the language.

The probabllity of vowels and consonants in the sample of 258 words

r,ras determined separately. The average probability of a vowel was .O\2,

and of a consonant .a26, so that the probability of repetition of a vor,rel

under the NuLI Hypothesis lras .0[2 and of a consonant .026, for aII degrees

of separation as indicated by the broken lines 1n Figure I.

Results

PiPv

The actual probability of

shor"m as a f\rnction of degree

repetition of vorrrels and consonants is

of separation in Figure 1.

fnsert Figure I about here
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C

As can be seen in Figure I, immediate repe-bition of phonemes was less

frequent than would be e:<pected by chance but overshot chance expectation

,,rith i^rider degrees of separation.

The next study was designed to allornr

anai-ysis cf the data and to test whether

and consonants seen 1n Figure L could be

Study 2: Repetition of Phonemes in

appropriate statistical

the differences between vor,rels

found in other languages.

Croatian and Hawaiian

Several other questi-ons motivated the second study; namely, whether

the pattern of phoneme repetition depends on factors such as trrord length,

word frequency or syllable length and whether the pattern of phoneme

repetition in different languages is similar.

Har.raiian was chosen for comparison r,rith Croatian because of the

differences in phonological pattern of the two languages: Croatian has

J! phonemes and Hawaiian IJ, Croatian has long consonant clusters lrhereas

alternation of vowels and consonants is the rule in Halraiian.

Sampling Frocedure

A sample of 2O5L Croatian r+ords and 2028 Hawaj-ian rrords l^ras

obtained as follo't+s:

Three words were arbitrarily sampled from each page of a Halvaiian

and a Croatian dictionary (patrin and Elbert, L96r); the r'rords vere then

sorted for length and the actual probabllities of phoneme repetition was

separately determined for each r'rord length, as before'

Reoetition of Phonemes at the Beginning and Ends of Words

It

end, of

was noted that the same phoneme rarely came ai

Hawaiian words. A statistical analysis verified'

the beginning and

that significantlY
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fer,rer repetitions occurred at the beginning and ends of words than would

be expected by chance (a difference significant at the .0I level using a

two-tailed sign test with word length as the unit of analysis).

Hor^rever, the same analysis for Croatian eonsonants showed the opposite

tendency, the same phoneme occurring at the beginning and end. of a woyd more

frequently than chanee (although not significantly so at the .IO level using

a two-tailed sign test).

These findings suggest that the beginning and ends of rvords may

impose special language-specific constraints on phoneme repeti-tion. fn

order to avoid these special effeets, repetitions at the beginning and ends

of lrords lrere excluded from subsequent analyses.

The Average Probabillty of Repetition

The probability of repetitlon of vowels and consonants is shown in

Tables 2 and I for Croatian and in Tables 4 and 5 for }Iar+aiian. The average

probability of phoneme repetition was then calculated, and is shown in

Figure 2 foy Croatian and in Figure 3 for Har,raiian.

Insert Tab1es 2, 3, \, 5, about here

Insert Figures 2 and J about here

?hese phoneme repetition functions rrere remarkably similar for the two

languages: the peah porbability of repeition of voi,rels came at degree of

separation I foz' both languages. For both languages this peak probability

of repetition'nras significantl-y greater than chance e>rpectation (at the .OL
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level using a tr,ro-tailed Chi-square test, Thus for vowels the NulL

hypothesis can be rejected for degree of separation t.

The peak probability of consonant repetition came at separation 3 for

both Languages. And for both languages this peak probabili-ty of repetition

uas significantry greater than chance expectation (.o, t"rul, two-taired

Chi-square test). Thus, the phoneme repetition pattern lras similar for

both Languages, lor,rer than chance probability of immediate repetition, r^rith

greater than chance expectation for separation l for vowels and separation

3 for consonants, and chance probability of repetition for Longer degrees

of separation.

Cons onant -Vor,rel Alternati on

The tendency for vowels and consonants to alternate in Hawaiian can

be seen in Figure J. This alternation tendency in Hawaiian can be viewed as

superinposed on but independent of the pa',,tern of phoneme repetition. It is

of interest that the pattern of phoneme repetitlon was the same in Hawaiian as

in Croatian where the tendency for consonant-vowel alternation was absent.

Differences betr,reen Consonants and Vowels

There r'ras no a priori reason to er,pect the differences in repetition

probability for consonants and vowels r,rhj-ch lre found for both Har,raiian and

Croatian. tr'urther research is needed to test the universality of these

findings before adding this to the grol.ring list of differences between vowels

and consonants (see Shankweiler , L967).

TrIo::d Iength

IIo significant correlation between word length and probabili-ty of

phoneme repetition was found for either language. Because of the close
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relation betrueen word length anC word frequency (Zipf, L%5), it seems

likely that phoneme repetition is also unrelated to the frequency of words

in a Language.

Syllable length

One of the questicns in the introduction was wheiher syllabic faciors

determj-ned the probabillt}. of phoneme repetition in a language. Speclfically

if the first and last phonemes of a syllable tended to be identical or if

syllables tended. to start l^rith the same first phoneme, then repetition of

phonemes r,rould reflect the average Length of syllables in a language"

This hypothesis could be tested by comparing the structure of

phoneme repetition in Languages lrhere the average syllable length differed.

If the peak probability of phoneme repetition in the tvio languages was the

same, r,re could then conclude that phoneme repetition r.ras unrelated to

average syllable length. Similarly if the peale probability of phoneme

repetition varied with syllable length in dlfferent languages, the structure

of phoneme repetition could be att::ibuted to syllabic factors.

The average syltable length was found to be t.!6 phonemes per syllable

for Har^raiian and 2.!l+ phonenes per syltable foz'Croati-an, a difference

significant at the .O) Ieve} using a two-tailed t-tesi. Thus even though

Croatian and Halraiian have the same pattern of phoneme repetition, the

average length of syllables in the two languages d.iffer. ir'Ie can therefore

conclude that the struc'Lure of phoneme repetitj-on must be unrelated to

the average Length of syllables in these languages.

Discussion

In the hope

will review the

of gaining sone

role of repeated

insight into our findings,

phonemes shor^rn in studies

the discussion

of the evolution
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of languages, in studies of errors in natural speech, and of rate

dependent changes in speech and in studies of naturally occurring misspellings.

I) P]:onerE Repetition in the Evolution of Languages

If r,re vien the pattern of phoneme repetition (shown above) as a

universal feature of human language (as defined in Greenberg, L953),

r,re r,rould expect evidence of evolutionary changes rrhich mold this

particular feature of Languages.

Some support for this hypothesis is seen in i;he history of Latin

r+here stipipendium changed to stipendium, dropping the repeated p

(Jones, L962). vIe find sir:rilar changes in the history of German r,rhere

Ileriro became Hero, dropping the repeated r (Heffner , L96)4). The

frequency of changes such as'uhese strongly suggests that phoneme repetiiion

is a factor in the evolution of languages (Merringer and Mayer, 11g>).

^\2) Errors in Speech

^r-t-, 
--"tion l+as ,..ihether phoneme repetition presents a problem

in normal speech production. l,{erringer and Mayer (y9gy) compiled a

monumental list of errd6 ln speech, many of lvhich involved repeated phonemes.

For exanple, in saying Im Institut native German speahers frequently said

Im Stitut (dropping the repeated I) or Im {ry!u! (dropping the repeated T).

There is even some evj-dence that repeated phonemes play a role

in other "higher order" errors in speech. For example, Merringer and

Mayer (t9g>) reported synonymic errors which also frequently involved

repeated phonemes. For exarnple, an individual atternpting to say elther I

or 2 came out r,rith J instead.

-\I) He is totally responsible.

2) He is solely responsible.

^\3) He is sotally responsible.
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Here sotalry is clearry a combinai,ion of the synonyms totarty and

solery, but one canno't hetp but wonder, as did Lecours (tg66) r,*heLher the

::e"oeated T's in t,otally, and repeated Lrs in solely might not, have contri-

buted io the error as vell.
^\3) Rate dependent changes in speech

a words in sen'bences are so coilrmon

at rapid irates of speech that it would be misleading to caII them errors

(Ueffner , L90+). tr'or example, 'the repeated K's in -take care are rarely

pronounced a'i, rapid rates of speech. Nor are the repea'bed V's in I{e have

various things (Heffner, 19d+). tr'rom these examples ii-, is apparent tha-i;

phoneme i:epetition may also play a role in rate-dependent phone-bic changes.

And as suggested by Merringer and Mayer (f8gf) 'Lfrese errors in speech and

changes in phonetics involving repeated phonemes may be directly rela'ted

i,o 'che evolutionary changes in the history of la.nguages which lnvolve re-

peated phonemes.

h) Repeated letters in misspellings

MacKa.y (forthcoming) reported an effect of phoneme repetition on the

percepi:ion and recall of misspellings. His Ss rapidly read sentences con-

i;aining spelling errors and laier indicated the words in wtrich they perceived

a misspelling and atLemp'ted-co recall how the word was misspelled" Some of

the mi-ssDellings involved repeated le-bters and others did not,. The

probability of percep-tion and recall of repeated Letter misspelli-ngs involved
and

repeated letters and others did not. The probabilii;y of perceptionzrecall of

repeated ler,ter misspellings of various gap leng"i,hs is shown by the solid

Iine in trigures hand ) r'esnecbively. The comparable data for misspellings

which di-d not involve repeated letters is

Insert ligures 4 and ) about here
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shoi,m with the broken straight line in these figures. ?hese functions can

be seen to cLosely resemble the structure of phoneme repetition in languages

shor^m in Figures t-3.

I'[atura]1y occurring niisspellings also appear to reflect the difficulty

in perception and recaIL of repeated Letter rnisspellings. Lecours (y966)

cliscovered a "repeated letter effect" in spontaneous misspellings in the

diary of Lee Harvey Oswald (tg6\) whom he classified as a dysgraphic

(someone '','rho chronically misspells, due to cerebral lesi-on or developmental

deficit ) .

The degree of separation of repeated letter deletions such as

ELDERY in Oswald's misspellings 'was la'cer analyzed (i'4acKay, forthcoming).

For example, the eruor in ELDERY l"rollld be classj-fied as separation l. As

can be seen in Figure 6, the probability that Osr+ald rvould misspelt a

repeated. Ietter sequence varied rdth the degree of separation of the repeated

Ietters in much the same rrray as in Figures )+ and 5.

fnsert Figure 6 about here

On the basj.s of these data, MacKay (forthcoming) argued that the

problem of repeated elements in speech may reflecb a general property of

nervous action such as post-excitatory inhibition follor,ring the producti-on

of a phoneme or letter, folbvecl by post-inhibitory rebound or facilitation

(BuUoch, L96r). This hypothesis is further strengthened by neurophysiological

data cited belci,r.

5) NeurophysiolEligal Evidence

Ohala and Hirano (tg5l) repor-,,ed a curious "seeond peak" of electo-

myographic activity in the Lips of Ss producing the phoneme P. The first
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peali coincided i,rith the actual contraction of the iip muscles, but the

second, smaller peak of activity ruas completety unexpec'r,ed, and followed

about 2OO m/sec. after ihe onset of muscle contraction. This second peak

rnay be interpreted to reflect a general principle of nervous action such

as post-inhibitory rebound, uhich is known to folloi,r the activation of

central neuronal aggregates by as much as 2OO mrlsec. (tunturi, LgrB).

Moreover, we l,rould litte to suggest that the overshoot in the probability of

repetition of phonemes in the structure of languages may reflect this same

principle of nervous action.

SummarY

A study of phonerne repetition in Croatian revealed that immediate

repetition of phonemes as in AACHEN is less common than r.rould be ex,pected

by chance. IIol.lever, with r.rider degrees of separation as for the repeated

R's and P's i-n PROPER, ihe pz'obability of repetition significantly overshot

chance er,pectation. This overshoot can be vievred as a lar,.r of latent

alliterati-on or phoneme harmony in the structure of languages (after G1eason,

L95L). Of course this is by no aeans a deterministic lar.r, but only a

statistical one, applying in general but not in every nord.

These findings irere replicated j-n Har,raii-an--an unrelated language

trith a completely different phonological structure from Croatian. This

corroboration suggests that the pattern of phoneme repetiiion is a

universal feature of human languages.

Differences were found in the peah probability of repetition for

vol/els and consonants; rrrhich \,rere consistent for Croatian and Hai,raiian.

Ho relation betrveen ej-ther syllable length or l.rord length and phoneme

repetition r/,ras found fcr these languages.



Phoneme repetition l^ras shc*rn to be a factor in:

f-) Changes in the evolution of languages involving repeated. phonemes

(".g., in the history of Latin the change from stipipendir.uo to

stipendium).

2) Errors in speech inrrolving repeated phonemes were recorded by

Merringer and Mayer (t9g>) in German (rnstut for fnstitut).

3) The frequency of rate-dependent ehanges in phonetics invorving
repeated phonemes . . . ( e. g. , ls-Ltime for last time ) .

1+) Ivtisspellings in the spontaneous writing of a dysgraphic (u.g., ELDERY

for ELDERLY) and the difficulty in perception and. recall of tLrese

misspellings by college subjects.

It vas suggested that these repeated phoneme phonemena may reflect
a general prj-nciple of neuromuscular action s'uch as inhibition and post-

inhibitory rebound. I'iuerophysiological evidence lras di-scussed which directly
supported this principle for the production of speech.
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TabIes

Table 1: The steps in anaryzing the probability of reuetition or

repeat rate of a) consonants and b) vowels in Croatian rnrords IO phonemes long.

The degree of separation or gap Length is the number of phonemes separating

repeated phonemesr e.9., the L's in ELDERIY are separation l. The maximum

possible frequency is calculated as n(l-s-t) where n is the number of words in

the corpus, L the length of the words, and s the degree of separation of the

repeated letters.

The repeat rate is the ratio of actual to maximum possible frequency.

The theoretical repeat rat,e (null hypothesis ) is calculated_ as ;' pi
i=I n

the n consonants (or vorvels), Pi being the probabitity of the ith consonant

(or vowel)- See text for explanation.

Table 2: The

funetion of degree

Table 3: The

function of degree

probability of repetition of

of separatj-on for words from

probability of repetition of

of separation for words from

vowels in Croatian as a

5 to L2 phonemes 1n length.

consonants in Croatian as a

5 tc> L2 phonemes lcng.

Table 4: The probability of repetition of vorqels in Hawaij-an as a

function of gap length for i'rords from 3 to ll phonemes long.

Tab1e. S: The probability of repetition of consonants

as a function of degree of separation for words from I to

1n

I1

Har.ttaiian

phonemes long.
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Legends

Figure l: Thre probability of phoneme repetition in 2JB Croatian words, lO

phonemes long. Vowels are represented bi' circles and consonants

by dots. The gap length or d-egree of separation is shor,.m on the

abscissa, the repeated L's in ELDERIY belng separation 3 for example.

The probability of repetition r,ras calculated for each degree of

separation as:

PR=FR
FP

where FR ls the actual frequency of repetition, and FP the maximum possible

frequency of repetition. The theoretical probabitity of phoneme repetition

under the NuIl Hypothesis is shor+n by the broken line for vowels, and the

dotted Line for consonants, calculated as
+Pi
t=I n

for the n consonants (or vowels), Pi being the probability of the ith consonant

(or vowel). See text for explanatlon.

Figure 2: The probability of phoneme repetition in Croatian for a random selection

of words regardless of length. The actual probability e1 repetition is represented

by circles for vowels and dots for consonants. The Null hypotheses is shown with a

broken line for voryels and a dotted line for consonants.

Figure J: The probability of phoneme repetitlon in Harrraiian for a random selection

of words, regard.less of length, the vowels belng represented by circles and the

consonants by dots. The NuIt llypothesis is shown r,rith a broken line for vowels

and a dotted line for consonants.
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Legends (cont. )

Flgure 4: The probability of detecting repeated letter misspellings such as

ELDffiY by a group of M.I.T. undergraduates. The gap length or degree of

separation is shor^rn on the abscissa, the repeated letters in the above

misspelling being degree of separation 3. The prcbability of perceiving a

misspelling not involving repeated letters is shown by the broken Line.

Figure ): The solid line shovrs the probability of recall of repeated letter

misspellings by a group of M.f.T. undergraduates. The degree of separation

between the repeated letters is shonn on the abscissa. The probability of

recalling a misspelling not involvlng repeated letters is shown by the broken

Iine.

Figure 5: The probabitity of correct spelting in the diary of L. H. Oswald.

This probability was calculated for each degree of separation as:

where tr'd is the frequency of repeated letter deletions such as ELDERY and F

is the frequency of repeated leiters in words of the diary, and Pc is the

probability of correct spe1ling.

Pc =Fd
-t!'



Degree
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Table i

Actual Maximum
Frequency cf Possible

Actual
Repeat
Rat e

Theoretical
Repeat
RateSeparaticn Bepe rition tr''requency

0

I

2

3

I1.

,

6

7

I

93

na

?q

10IU

l-t)

o 2180

LZB za6t+

ici 1Bo5

. CCO

.4c,2

.u)o

. UbU

ocL

.457

.o37

.03i

.039

nl, a
- \-l+ L

dtc

.o\2

dtC

.O)r2

. o)+2

. o!.2

. ol+2

nlro

\ __
a ) VOr..reLS IrhB

L290

771+

)Lo

48

8c u3o

b ) Consonants

0

I

2

')
J

)+

,

6

7

B

?L

t+:

5)+

53

39

1)!-J

L5

7

2rBo

2a8+

rB05

r-51+B

L29O

1r30

77t+

5L5

?58

.000

.0lo

.021r

.435

. o4r

'o3lr

.01-7

.030

.o?.5

.o25

.a25

.0?6

.026

.o25

.a25

.026

.c26

.a26
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Table 2

Degree of Separaticrr

Word

Lenqth

Ilumber
OT

1,/ords

576 .00c .a56 . ol+5

zt1 .000 .07r . cLr .05c

t lr.o .000 .a67 .0)+0 .ol+9 .030

lr

.048 .o4o .cI;3 .030 .0302Alo . r-)00 .a55

IO 155 .000 .c57 .oirg .olr8 .o3B ne8 frlLa. *J".o3B

. o\3 .o5T .cl+8

taL'I

Average Z3t

.Oot

.00

oLg r^r)-r
.v i I

r\ar a\1E.w)) . UJO .OL,Z .039

nar.wJ) . \r-iO .01t0 .043 . c3g
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Table l

Degree of Sepa::ation

'vrrord ifumber
U-L

.000 .012 .0L6

T4

151

(;5

.000 .o1I .0r

.000 .015 .or

.000 .ot2 .o22 .Ojo .o

.o2B .022 .O2B

.023 .020 .OrB

.000 .008 .a22 .o2o .040 .or5 .oj8 .o2 .ad1

Averape 2i1 .000 .oI2 .020 .026 .o22 .025 .O2 .024
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Tabl-e l+

Degree of Separa'i;ion
itiurrber

of

iL .c00

)\? .o00 .L5o

223 .000 . OBr . oB0

587 . c00 . r35 .O3l+ . l-ILr

aQa .coo .rrB .o57 .ro7 .01,

35' .000 .L75 .04, . rt3 .016 .o99

.000 .L6g .a52 .086 . o5ir .Orc .LOZ

IO rtrs .000 .1-52 .o25 . c35 . oI2 .084 .orl072
11 .000 .136 .o5r .L55 . u()o nEr .068 . r2r . rr4

1"7 .000 .r41 .cr3 .lJ5 .008 oofl r)r , . OBB .0oo .0:B

Average 243 . coo . r4lr .045 . lJ9 . olr5 .o77 .OLB .091- .o5T .o5B



d+

rral-i't a (luu Lv )

Degree of Separation
f iord

Leng Ih

l,lurnbe:r
of

l/o::ds O

5L . JOO

DE:A .000 . Cl+O

.Occ .o2B .009

587 .000 . cr!" nol, r ol'.va1 -vat

282 .000 .03r .007 . or7 .023

,J 315 .000 .045 . O1B .090 . vwL .028

9 93 ,000 . o3l+ . o11 .049 .cL,5 . UII+ " UII

U] t )-Ls .000 .028 nl D .OoL "029 .oootoq .031

11 .000 "aT5 . UUr) .130 . or5 .009 . orl .000 .oo0

1l .Oc)c .tc6 .0r3 r c), .000 .o2g .000 .aZg .000 .d+\


